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Now that the JoS and other places are standing up to the enemy tyranny, and they have lost every and all arguments against us, the only reasonable conclusion to this is to engage in other methods to "shut it down" for the enemy.

The enemy has tried all this for us: discrimination, bribes, legal attacks, deplatforming, financial attacks, violence, slander and defamation, taking down from the inside and many other things. It's been about 20 years of this thing.

Because Satan willed it, none worked.

Now the enemy has worthless shitheads in Government that will literally bomb other Nations on literal Purim. We're used at these shitters but meanwhile, there is global awakening about this.

The enemy feels like they have the proper government to engage in purges, and do all sorts of persecutions against any and all criticism against them. They clearly have deployed agents to do exactly that to people to get everyone shut down.

At 27th and 28th of February, Biden, in line with many other enslaved presidents of Gentiles, did throw bombs on behalf of jews, literally on Purim, a holiday poised at celebrating the extermination of the enemies of the jews.

It's all becoming as obvious as it ever was, and people as aware of it as they've ever been. The instincts of self-preservation of people and their freedoms are already kicking in, and this is only the faint beginning of it all.

The enemy has mapped out worldwide places that expose them, from Truthers, individuals, conspiracy theorists, you name it. And they go over the whole number of choices they have against them. They therefore are engaging now in baby boomer bullshit methods such as "let's fedpost this place such as 4Chan".

They don't know better that people are adapting to these methods, and everyone is.
One of the major enemy ways of doing that, is Fedposting, and generally trying to get people engaged into all sorts of statements, actions and so on that will penalize them for life. They are skilled at this.

You'll see people out of nowhere saying these things. Even some "old members" will engage in this, imposters, and others may suddenly drop mask and tell people to start doing some bad things. You never know. This is online.

Satanists that the JoS has made and have made it, are really precious people. None of this existed in the last 20 years. Gentiles have no spiritual, educated, spiritually able caste of humans. They are lost entirely. Even worse, our "Spiritual Caste" in Gentile Nations nowadays, is only kikes, xian traitors, sissified ghandis, reptiles who kiss billy gate's ass and write motivational books, and worthless child rapist grandpas in the Christian Vatican.

We know the enemy in such a depth that nobody else does. That aside, we have also been globally successful. We must maintain on this and continue.

The life of millions of worthless cannon fodder, even if lost wrongly, can be replaced. That of a Satanists cannot easily be replaced. It takes 15 year to grow one into a Satanist and 1 minute of stupid fuckups to lose one. So don't do stupid fuck ups and don't behave like an inferior.

Fedposters in general try to convince people that doing the following doesn't matter: affecting the spiritual fabric i.e. the unseen wavelength which is the basis of the world as the enemy does for centuries, educating millions and millions to the point the enemy is now heading to obliteration, creating a central intelligence frontier against the enemy, taking important posts of society in meaningful social warfare, distributing information that has raped every single enemy agenda etc. etc.

Doesn't matter goyim doesn't matter this is only the JoS telling u to do spiritual stuff. To win over us goyim u got to act physically. Rabbi Fedposter recommends: Oy vey goyim, these and a hundred other achievements don't matter even though we curse you for centuries. What matters now goyim, use that rage of yours and throw a rock at a rabbi such as the one advocating you to do goyim stuff like throwing rocks, and get 25 years in jail goyim. Hehe goyim, be very very effective.

Physical action by Satanists has to be meaningful. It can never be shit tier.
A few random ideas: Create a family business so you can live this war and be well insured. Join an activist organization for the environment or some other meaningful cause. Create technology or related infrastructure. Become a good and reputable educator. Build companies to have a strong infrastructure. Reach millions by spreading the knowledge in smart anonymous ways. One could go on and on for days on that.

Another thing, seriously Satanists need to stop wasting their time gossiping and other bullshit now. Focus on creating wealth, supporting yourself, expanding knowledge, meditation, reaching position in the material realm, make a family, get educated, become a scientist, whatever it is, make it meaningful. Stop wasting your time with worthless shit and worthless people online. Many people here are young and you don't want to miss on your dreams.

In other words, do meaningful physical things. The JoS as everyone can see, is not only "astral".

While all of us are doing a lot of spiritual work, the JoS exists physically, no different than Instagram does or Facebook.

All the related world restructuring achievements are very physical, such as when people have got wind of the enemy agenda. People learned things because we shared them.

Those who want to do pointless Rambo will pay consequences and don't whine on the Forums or JoS when everything is sufficiently explained. This is not for dumb brains and nobody here is a dumb fuck. You're educated and you know. If one wants to do dumb, they do so on their own accord. Dumb pays the price in general.

Those of our own who need to engage into anything, are doing so at their own personal responsibility. The reasonable advice is to not get caught into serving inferior purposes and make sure to understand the importance of elevated privileges Spiritual Satanists have.

Normal people, masses, average people, will do what they have to do with the proper information, knowledge and understanding. That's what makes meaningful change. It can take time, but it is the only real and true way for lasting and permanent change.

In anyway, individuals are individuals, and they are masters of their choices. But the position of the JoS is very clear on all these subjects.
If anyone does dumb shit, that's up to you.

Lastly, as this world escalates and the enemy tries to expands, fights will happen on the ground. There are many predictions around, some more realistic, others less. People will fight for their rights.

At the same time, ten million infantries don't matter if the enemy's air bombers are free to raze the infantry with bombs metaphorically, if the astral warfare does not happen, no amount of ape rage is going to solve nothing. People have ape raged before and lost everything for centuries again and again. Jews laughed at this.

Now the laughter is over as Gentiles have a spiritual caste to guide them and do the higher work for them, leading Gentiles into victory in a battle of impossible odds.
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